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This book gives all teachers in grades 5-12 practical strategies for building the unique literacy skills that students need for success
in their respective subject areas. Drawing from interviews with leading educators and professionals in science, mathematics,
history, the arts, and other disciplines, the authors explain what disciplinary literacy is and discuss ways to teach close reading of
complex texts, discipline-specific argumentation skills, academic vocabulary, the use of multimodal tools and graphic organizers,
and more. User-friendly features include classroom materials, lesson plans, practice activities, and recommended online teaching
videos. Purchasers get access to a Web page where they can download and print the book's 20 reproducible forms in a
convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size.
TOEFL students all ask: How can I get a high TOEFL iBT score? Answer: Learn argument scoring strategies. Why? Because the
TOEFL iBT recycles opinion-based and fact-based arguments for testing purposes from start to finish. In other words, the TOEFL
iBT is all arguments. That's right, all arguments. If you want a high score, you need essential argument scoring strategies. That is
what Scoring Strategies for the TOEFL iBT gives you, and more! Test-Proven Strategies Learn essential TOEFL iBT scoring
strategies developed in American university classrooms and proven successful on the TOEFL iBT. Rhetorical Analysis Learn how
to predict testing points by rhetorically analyzing reading, listening, speaking, and writing tasks. Argument Recycling Learn how the
TOEFL iBT recycles opinion-based and fact-based arguments for testing purposes in all four test sections. Argument Mapping
Learn how the graphics-based scoring strategy called argument mapping applies to all TOEFL iBT tasks.
Yes—we can have our cake and eat it too! We can improve students’ reading and writing performance without sacrificing
authenticity. In Read, Talk, Write, Laura Robb shows us how. First, she makes sure students know the basics of six types of talk.
Next, she shares 35 lessons that support rich conversation. Finally, she includes new pieces by Seymour Simon, Kathleen Krull,
and others so you have texts to use right away. Read, Talk, Write: it’s a process your students not only can do, but one they will
love to do.
Children with nonverbal learning disabilities (NVLD) have needs that can take many forms and may, over time, require
consultation and collaboration with professionals from several fields. Given that multiple specialists may be involved in working
with children with NVLD – as well as the array of treatment variables – even seasoned practitioners may find themselves in
confusing situations. Treating NVLD in Children takes a developmental view of how the problems and needs of young people with
nonverbal learning disabilities evolve and offers a concise guide for professionals who are likely to contribute to treatment. Expert
practitioners across specialties in psychology, education, and rehabilitative therapy explain their roles in treatment, the decisions
they are called on to make, and their interactions with other professionals. Collaborative interventions and teamwork are
emphasized, as are transitions to higher learning, employment, and the adult world. Among the book’s key features are: A new
four-subtype model of NVLD, with supporting research. A brief guide to assessment, transmitting results, and treatment planning.
Chapters detailing the work of psychologists, therapists, coaches, and others in helping children with NVLD. Material specific to
improving reading, writing, and mathematics. Overview of issues in emotional competency and independent living. An instructive
personal account of growing up with NVLD. Treating NVLD in Children: Professional Collaborations for Positive Outcomes is a key
resource for a wide range of professionals working with children, including school and clinical child psychologists; educational
psychologists and therapists; pediatricians; social workers and school counselors; speech and language therapists; child and
adolescent psychiatrists; and marriage and family therapists.
Big Book for Comprehension Skills: Compare and Contrast; Fact and Opinion; Cause and EffectMacmillan Education AU
This is a must-have resource for educators committed to meeting the needs of their struggling students in Grades 3-6. Teachers
get a whole toolbox filled with research-based, easy to implement RTI interventions that really work! Get strategies in five core
areas — plus correlations to the Common Core State Standards and effective scaffolding tips for English language learners!
Listening Strategies help students understand academic language. Reading Strategies help students comprehend text structures.
Math Strategies help students understand algebra fundamentals. Speaking Strategies help students engage in structured group
discussions. Writing Strategies help students compose informational and opinion-based pieces.
Three books containing a variety of reading strategies that will help increase comprehension. Some strategies include purpose
questions, predicting, previewing, anticipation guides, webbing, writing before reading, etc.
Taking a holistic approach to developmental reading, CONNECT: COLLEGE READING is an intermediate level book for reading
levels 8-10. CONNECT strives to build students' confidence by showing them that many of the skills needed to become stronger
readers are skills they already possess and use on a daily basis. Using popular media as a springboard, Dole and Taggart show
students how thinking skills used while watching television or movies can easily transfer to reading. CONNECT's comprehensive
approach includes extensive vocabulary coverage, critical thinking practice throughout, and textbook readings in every chapter to
help students master college reading. The second edition includes a full chapter on inferences, enhanced coverage of main idea,
and guides for specialized reading situations such as reading visuals, novels, and a guide to taking tests. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
In the words of Aldous Huxley, "Every man who knows how to read has it in his power to magnify himself, to multiply the ways in
which he exists, to make his life full, significant and interesting." Few people question the value of reading; in fact, most extol its
virtues. As our culture becomes more complex, reading plays an increasingly greater role in satisfying personal needs and in
promoting social awareness and growth. In the last 20 years, the teaching of this invaluable skill has focused so intensely on
comprehension and prediction from context that it has lost sight of the significance of automaticity and fluency in the wordidentification process. Reading is a synthesis of word recognition and comprehension; thus, this text is about these basic
processes and their integration. A common plea from teachers today is that research and psychology be translated into teaching
behavior. Therefore, the aim of this book is twofold: one, to identify, report, organize, and discuss those bits of data, research and
theory that are most relevant to the teacher's understanding of the reading process; and two, to help educators to interpret and
apply theory and research data to everyday classroom teaching, as well as to the problems encountered frequently in
developmental and remedial teaching.
"This Big Book provides texts that can be used to model and engage students in the comprehension process.There are 2 texts for
each of the comprehension skills of: Compare and Contrast Fact and Opinion Cause and EffectThe pages are laminated, allowing
you to mark up the text as you model the skill.Supporting Graphic Organiser Comprehension Activity BLMs are in the Teacher
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Notes book which will assist students to organise their information.
In Interactive Notebooks: Language Arts for third grade, students will complete hands-on activities about main idea, author's
purpose, text features, editing, parts of speech, context clues, vocabulary, and more. The Interactive Notebooks series spans
kindergarten to grade 5. Each 96-page book contains a guide for teachers who are new to interactive note taking, lesson plans
and reproducibles for creating notebook pages on a variety of topics, and generic reproducibles for creating even more notebook
pages. The books focus on grade-specific math or language arts skills and are aligned to current state standards.
Common Core State Standards for Grade 9: Language Arts Instructional Strategies and Activities is designed to help teachers
address Common Core standards using effective, research-based instructional strategies in combination with ready-to-use
activities. These strategies include identifying similarities and differences, writing summaries and taking notes, creating nonlinguistic representations, and suggestions for homework and practice. There are a variety of suggested texts as well as identified
text exemplars that can easily be used with the strategies and activities. Some additional key features of this book include: Each
instructional strategy is described in detail and includes lists of activities that would complement the strategy. A list of standards
and strands is given for each grade level. Chapters are designed to focus on specific strands and contain lists of detailed activities
for the standards within the strand. Many activities address multiple standards within the activity. Each activity contains focus
standards and many contain suggested works. Standards citations are listed at the end of each activity. Many standards are
addressed more than once throughout the strands. Sample activity formats and questions can be found in the appendix.
This practical guide presents inspiring, research-based activities for teaching students in grades K–12 how to read and think
critically about informational texts. With five essential types of strategies, seasoned and preservice teachers learn ways to help
students select engaging, challenging reading materials; develop their knowledge of history, science, and other content areas;
master vocabulary that aids understanding; build essential comprehension skills across the curriculum; and write effectively about
texts they have read. Each of the 35 strategies features a helpful reproducible worksheet in a large-size format. The teacherfriendly appendix lists recommended books, magazines, and websites for each grade level.
Build Grade 6 students' comprehension and critical thinking skills and prepare them for standardized tests with high-interest
nonfiction articles from TIME For Kids®. This handy and easy-to-implement resource includes accompanying document-based
questions that focus on key strategies for breaking down the passages to help students build cross-curricular reading skills. A
document-based assessment sheet is also provided for each passage so students can investigate a topic in even deeper and
more meaningful ways. This 112- page book includes a Teacher Resource CD with reproducible pages of artic.
Context Summarize and Paraphrase • Distinguish b between quoting, summarizing, and paraphrasing. • Understand how to avoid
plagiarism Fact vs. Opinion • Differentiate between fact and opinion when reading Context Clues • Use context clues to help find
the meaning of unknown words Cause and Effect • Identify and differentiate between cause and effect Compare and Contrast •
Understand how to compare and contrast within a text Making Inferences • Understand the meaning of inferences, and make
reasonable inferences based upon the available evidence Inference • Understand the meaning of inferences, and how to use
context clues and prior knowledge to make reasonable inferences Context Clues • Use various context clues to find the meanings
of unknown words
Emphasis is on English as a second language.

Engage your students in scientific thinking across disciplines! Did you know that scientists spend more than half of their
time reading and writing? Students who are science literate can analyze, present, and defend data – both orally and in
writing. The updated edition of this bestseller offers strategies to link the new science standards with literacy
expectations, and specific ideas you can put to work right away. Features include: A discussion of how to use science to
develop essential 21st century skills Instructional routines that help students become better writers Useful strategies for
using complex scientific texts in the classroom Tools to monitor student progress through formative assessment Tips for
high-stakes test preparation
At heart, learning to read and write analytically is learning to think well For Evidence-Based Writing: Nonfiction, renowned
teacher Leslie Blauman combed the standards and her classroom bookshelves to craft lessons that use the best
nonfiction picture books, biographies, and article excerpts to make writing about reading a clear, concrete process.
Students learn to analyze and cite evidence about main idea, point of view, visuals, and words and structure. And best of
all, your students gain a confidence in responding to complex texts and ideas that will serve them well in school, on tests,
and in any situation when they are asked: What are you basing that on? Show me how you know.
This volume brings together evidence-based approaches to interdisciplinary language arts and science instruction. Firmly
grounded in the research showing cognitive parallels between the two subjects, and reflecting the many
recommendations in recent years for using interdisciplinary instruction at the elementary level, its goal is to help teachers
effectively use this kind of instruction in elementary classrooms. The book is organized around three themes:
*Introduction to Interdisciplinary Science and Language Arts Instruction; *The Influence of Interdisciplinary Science and
Language Arts Instruction on Children’s Learning; and *Research on Preparing Elementary Teachers to Use
Interdisciplinary Science and Language Arts Instruction Each chapter summarizes the research on its focal topic.
Examples of research applied to practice, and questions and prompts for discussion and reflection help readers apply
what they are reading in their own classroom contexts. Teacher educators and prospective and practicing elementary
teachers everywhere will benefit from this overview of current research and practice in interdisciplinary science and
language arts instruction.
"Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details; summarize the text." Your students
may recognize the words determine, explain, and summarize in this standard, but would they understand and be able to
apply these concepts? Students encounter these and other academic vocabulary words throughout their school years,
but too often, they don't have a firm grasp of these words' meanings or what skills they require. Enter vocabulary expert
Marilee Sprenger, who has curated a list of 25 essential high-frequency words that students must know to be
academically successful, especially on standardized tests, and be ready for college and career. In this indispensable
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guide for all educators, she provides * Pre- and post-assessments to help you evaluate your students' understanding of
the essential 25. * A detailed entry for each word, including activities and strategies that will help students internalize the
word's meaning and application. * Retrieval games to help students practice the words in fun, engaging ways and
reinforce the networks for those words in their brains. * Downloadable blank templates for many of the strategies used
throughout the book. Every student needs to know and understand these words to perform at their best. If educators get
behind this effort and make the essential 25 part of the fabric of their schools, students will be equipped to thrive in
school and beyond.
How can teachers make content-area learning more accessible to their students? This text addresses instructional issues
and provides a wealth of classroom strategies to help all middle and secondary teachers effectively enable their students
to develop both content concepts and strategies for continued learning. The goal is to help teachers model, through
excellent instruction, the importance of lifelong content-area learning. This working textbook provides students maximum
interaction with the information, strategies, and examples presented in each chapter. This book is organized around five
themes: Content Area Reading: An Overview The Teacher and the Text The Students The Instructional Program School
Culture and Environment in Middle and High School Classrooms. Pedagogical features in each chapter include: a
graphic organizer; a chapter overview, Think Before, Think While and Think After Reading Activities - which are designed
to integrate students’ previous knowledge and experience with their new learnings about issues related to content area
reading, literacy, and learning, and to serve as catalysts for thinking and discussions. This textbook is intended as a
primary text for courses on middle and high school content area literacy and learning.
Specifically designed for K-3 teachers, this accessible guide describes ways to use informational text creatively and
effectively in both reading and writing instruction. The book presents lessons, read-alouds, and activities that motivate
students to engage with a wide variety of exemplary texts. Links to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) are
explained throughout. Key topics include how to build academic vocabulary, balance fiction and nonfiction, and address
the needs of English language learners. Examples from diverse classrooms and end-of-chapter discussion questions and
engagement activities enhance the book's utility as a professional development resource. Reproducible handouts and
other tools can be downloaded and printed in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size.
Focused instruction on important nonfiction writing forms! Help your grade 3 students practice nonfiction writing skills with
guided instruction using the models and activities in Nonfiction Writing, Grade 3. 17 units cover the following nonfiction
writing skills: Basics of Nonfiction Writing; Writing a Paragraph, Writing a Topic Sentence, Adding Good Details, Writing
to Show SequenceSequencing Events, Using Order Words and PhrasesWriting to Show Cause and Effect, Identifying
Causes and Effects, Using Cause-and-Effect Signal Words, Adding Details. Writing to Compare and Contrast, Making a
Venn Diagram, Using Signal Words, Writing Transition Sentences, Organizing Your Writing Expository Writing. Writing a
Summary, Marking Up an Article, Retelling in Your Own Words, Organizing a Summary, Writing a Descriptive Paragraph,
Writing a Topic Sentence; Adding Sensory Details; Showing, Not Telling; Expanding Sentences Writing, a Biography,
Finding Important Facts, Choosing Good Details.
Forty evidenced-based strategies for integrating literacy instruction into the content areas Providing unique content on
assessment, differentiated instruction, technology, and reflective practice, Developing Content Area Literacy, Second
Edition is designed to help busy middle school and secondary teachers meet the challenge of addressing the literacy
learning needs of all students, including English language learners. Each of the 40 evidence-based strategies is
organized around eight essential areas of literacy instruction: academic vocabulary, reading fluency, narrative text,
informational text, media and digital literacies, informational writing, critical thinking, and independent learning. Each topic
has five strategies from which to choose, giving teachers ample variety to meet the diverse needs of the classroom.
Using a rich array of research-based practices, this book will help teachers improve the academic writing of English learners. It
provides specific teaching strategies, activities, and extended lessons to develop EL students’ narrative, informational, and
argumentative writing, emphasized in the Common Core State Standards. It also explores the challenges each of these genres
pose for ELs and suggests ways to scaffold instruction to help students become confident and competent academic writers.
Showcasing the work of exemplary school teachers who have devoted time and expertise to creating rich learning environments
for the secondary classroom, Helping English Learners to Write includes artifacts and written work produced by students with
varying levels of language proficiency as models of what students can accomplish. Each chapter begins with a brief overview and
ends with a short summary of the key points. “These authors are at the very forefront of scientifically testing and validating
instructional practices for improving the writing and reading of adolescents who are English learners. Why is their research so
good? It is informed by years of experience in the classroom and working with hundreds of teachers across California. What a
powerful combination. My advice: ingest, consider, and employ the strategies described here. Your students will become better
writers if you do.” —From the Foreword by Steve Graham, Warner Professor of Educational Leadership & Innovation, Arizona State
University “This book is a tour de force. It’s up-to-the-minute in offering what teachers and administrators need, and what parents
want. With examples of classrooms in action, it incorporates what research tells us about effective teaching and learning, and what
the Common Core Standards and related policy are demanding, into successful and engaging activities that the authors' extensive
research shows works. Helping English Learners to Write is a must-read. You will dog ear many pages for future use.” —Judith A.
Langer, Vincent O’Leary Distinguished Research Professor, Director, Center on English Learning & Achievement, University at
Albany
This guide presents research-based strategies that enable secondary teachers to increase adolescent learning while meeting
standards by incorporating reading, writing, and critical thinking into content instruction.
Build Grade 1 students' comprehension and critical thinking skills and prepare them for standardized tests with high-interest
nonfiction articles from TIME For Kids®. This handy and easy-to-implement resource includes accompanying document-based
questions that focus on key strategies for breaking down the passages to help students build cross-curricular reading skills. A
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document-based assessment sheet is also provided for each passage so students can investigate a topic in even deeper and
more meaningful ways. This 112- page book includes a Teacher Resource CD with reproducible pages of artic.
Exploring Nonfiction with Young Learners explores the four basic nonfiction structures that the youngest learners are most likely to
encounter: descriptive, recount/collection, procedural, and explanatory texts. This book also includes information to help teach
four, more complex structures that younger readers sometimes encounter during read-alouds: comparison, response,
causation/cause and effect, and persuasive genres. This book is organized to help plan lessons using each type of nonfiction
structure. Strategies and suggestions for activities to use before, during and after reading are included. Templates and graphic
organizers are also provided in order to facilitate planning, and offer additional resources. Detailed information about each text
structure as well as mentor texts to illustrate each type is included. Text structures, as well as text access features, are defined
and located in easy reference charts. Whole class and small group planning ideas are included throughout the book in order to
allow for differentiation. Additionally, assessment ideas, sample think-alouds, lesson planning templates, and sample lessons with
completed graphic organizers are included for each text structure.
Comprehensive, timely, and relevant, this text offers an approach to discipline-specific literacy instruction that is aligned with the
Common Core State Standards and the needs of teachers, students, and secondary schools across the nation. It is essential that
teachers know how to provide instruction that both develops content and literacy knowledge and skills, and aims at reducing
student achievement gaps. Building on the research-supported premise that discipline-specific reading instruction is key to
achieving these goals, this text provides practical guidance and strategies for prospective and practicing content area teachers
(and other educators) on how to prepare all students to succeed in college and the workforce. Pedagogical features in each
chapter engage readers in digging deeper and in applying the ideas and strategies presented in their own contexts: Classroom
Life (real 6-12 classroom scenarios and interviews with content-area teachers) Common Core State Standards Connections
College, Career, and Workforce Connections Applying Discipline-Specific Literacies Think Like an Expert ("habits of thinking and
learning" specific to each discipline) Digital Literacies Differentiating Instruction Reflect and Apply Questions Extending Learning
Activities The Companion Website includes: Lesson plan resources Annotated links to video files Annotated links to additional
resources and information Glossary/Flashcards For Instructors: All images and figures used in the text provided in an easily
downloadable format For Instructors: PowerPoint lecture slides
Use these step-by-step guides to build students' comprehension and critical thinking skills as they prepare for standardized tests
that feature document-based questions. Step 1 has students reading high-interest nonfiction articles from TIME For Kids authors.
Step 2 has students strengthening comprehension skills by responding to follow-up questions from all levels of Bloom's Taxonomy.
Step 3 has students studying primary source documents (such as maps, census reports, population reports, charts, and graphs)
that are related to the articles. Step 4 has students demonstrating critical thinking skills by responding to questions based on these
primary sources. Teacher Resource CD includes reproducible pages of articles, primary source documents, and questions.
Build Grade 2 students' comprehension and critical thinking skills and prepare them for standardized tests with high-interest
nonfiction articles from TIME For Kids®. This handy and easy-to-implement resource includes accompanying document-based
questions that focus on key strategies for breaking down the passages to help students build cross-curricular reading skills. A
document-based assessment sheet is also provided for each passage so students can investigate a topic in even deeper and
more meaningful ways. This resource is aligned to the interdisciplinary themes from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills. In
addition, this 112- page book includes a Teacher Resource CD with reproducible pages of articles, activities, and questions.
This practical guide provides 36 hands-on strategies for helping ELLs learn the necessary skills to decipher academic language in
reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
Embracing all the different needs that teachers face--from special education, to ELL, to a wide spectrum of student ability and
readiness--this innovative resource combines the latest research in brain-based teaching and student engagement with useful
interventions and differentiated strategies.Designed to be of practical and immediate use, the text includes classroom vignettes,
ties to the Common Core, illustrations, diagrams, highlight boxes, and many more user-friendly features.
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of an intervention focused on expository text structure instruction, specifically
compare-contrast and cause-effect, on the comprehension of struggling third grade readers within the science curriculum. To
increase students' comprehension, 10 third grade students participated in this eight week study. During the study, the 10
participants met with the researcher thirty minutes a day, four times a week for eight weeks. The focus during this intervention
concentrated on explicit text structure instruction. Students learned about compare-contrast and cause-effect text structure by
identifying signal words in passages and completing text structure graphic organizers and text frame paragraphs. The results
suggested that overall the participants' demonstrated growth in retelling of key ideas and comprehension of expository text.
Build Grade 5 students' comprehension and critical thinking skills and prepare them for standardized tests with high-interest
nonfiction articles from TIME For Kids®. This handy and easy-to-implement resource includes accompanying document-based
questions that focus on key strategies for breaking down the passages to help students build cross-curricular reading skills. A
document-based assessment sheet is also provided for each passage so students can investigate a topic in even deeper and
more meaningful ways. This 112- page book includes a Teacher Resource CD with reproducible pages of artic.
Explores teaching methods, such as inspiring students, mentoring teachers, including parents, and using games, and discusses
ways to build a culture of learning in middle schools.
Reading: Informational Text Learning Stations is perfect for center activities, whole class instruction, or individual assignments.
Topics includes organizational text structure, bias and point of view, citing evidence and more! The Learning Stations series
increases student achievement and provides opportunities for inquiry with a variety of learning stations. Aligned to Common Core
State Standards, each of the activities included also support Listening, Speaking, and Media/Technology standards. Make learning
fun today with Learning Stations!
Now in its third edition, Teaching and Researching Reading charts the field of reading (first and second language) systematically
and coherently for the benefit of language teaching practitioners, students, and researchers. This volume provides background on
how reading works and how reading differs for second language learners. The volume includes reading-curriculum principles,
evidence-based teaching ideas, and a multi-step iterative process for conducting meaningful action research on reading-related
topics. The volume outlines 14 projects for teacher adaptation and use, as well as numerous new and substantially expanded
resource materials that can be used for both action research and classroom instruction.
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